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Google AdWords: Managing Your Advertising ProgramO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		Since being selected as an AdWords Seminar Leader by Google in 2006, I’ve had the
	
		opportunity to teach thousands of businesses and organizations how to use AdWords,
	
		Google’s advertising platform. I believe in the product; if used appropriately, it offers
	
		vast online exposure for advertisers....
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Google BigQuery AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	How to effectively use BigQuery, avoid common mistakes, and execute sophisticated queries against large datasets


	Google BigQuery Analytics is the perfect guide for business and data analysts who want the latest tips on running complex queries and writing code to communicate with the BigQuery API. The book uses...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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Joomla! 1.5 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010
Joomla! is a content management system designed to organize and deliver content within a web site environment. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and wonderful design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. If you want to display more...
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Creating Mobile Apps with jQuery Mobile - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create fully responsive and versatile real-world apps for smartphones with jQuery Mobile 1.4.5


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to integrate advanced features such as Geolocation, HTML 5 Video, and the Web Audio API into your web application
	
		Enhance your efficiency by automating repetitive tasks...
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Go Standard Library Cookbook: Over 120 specific ways to make full use of the standard library components in GolangPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement solutions by leveraging the power of the GO standard library and reducing dependency on external crates

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop high quality, fast and portable applications by leveraging the power of Go Standard Library.
	
			Practical recipes that will help you work...
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HTML5 and JavaScript Projects (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2011

	HTML5 and JavaScript Projects shows you how to build on your basic knowledge of HTML5 and JavaScript to create substantial HTML5 applications. Through the many interesting projects you can build in this book, you'll build your HTML5 skills for your future projects, and extend the core skills you may have learned with...
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Winning Results with Google AdWords, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Run a Profitable Google AdWords Campaign
Reach millions of targeted new customers at the precise moment theyAnd#39;re looking for the products and services youAnd#39;re selling with help from this hands-on guide. Winning Results with Google AdWords, Second Edition reveals the latest strategies for writing successful...
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Netbooks: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for web browsing, email, and working with web-based programs. But chances are you don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with this Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and use it for everything from...
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Beginning Google Maps API 3Apress, 2010

	This book is about the next generation of the Google Maps API. It will provide the reader with the skills and knowledge necessary to incorporate Google Maps v3 on web pages in both desktop and mobile browsers.


	It also describes how to deal with common problems that most map developers encounter at some point, like performance and...
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Attract Visitors to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	A critical part of website success is attracting visitors. This Mini Missing Manual gives you the knowledge and tools you need to do that. It shows you how to build a community around your site and how to use the power of keywords and Web search engines to rise up in the rankings of search results.


	Once you do that, you’ll...
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Programming Google App EngineGoogle Press, 2012

	
	
		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t...
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